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Abstract 
Lee, K.B., J. Shin, and S. Yokura, Free actions of finite Abelian groups on the 3-torus, Topology 
and its Applications 53 (1993) 153-176. 
We classify free actions of finite Abehan groups on the 3-torus, up to topological conjugacy. By 
the works of Bieberbach and Waldhausen, this classification problem is reduced to classifying all 
normal Abehan subgroups of Bieberbach groups of finite index, up to affine conjugacy. All such 
actions are completely classified, see Theorems 2.1, 3.4, 4.2, 5.1, 6.1 and 7.1. 
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Introduction 
The general question of classifying finite group actions on a closed 3-manifold is 
very hard. For example, it is not known if every finite action of S3 is conjugate to a 
linear action. However, the actions on a 3-dimensional torus can be understood 
easily by the works of Bieberbach and Waldhausen. We shall study only free 
actions of finite Abelian groups G on a 3-dimensional torus T. 
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The group of affine motions on the Euclidean space iE” is Aff(n) = GL(n, rW> K 
iw”. The group law is 
(A, a) .(B, b) = (AB, a +Ab), 
and it acts on [E” by 
(A, a).x=Ax+a 
for (A, a), (B, b) E Aff(n), and x E [E”, after a coordinate of [E” is specified. We 
shall denote the group of isometries of [w” by E(n) = O(n) K R” cAff(n). A 
cocompact discrete subgroup r of E(n) is called a crystallographic group. If r is 
torsion free, it is a Bieberbach group, and Rn/r is a flat Riemannian manifold. 
Conversely, let M be a flat Riemannian manifold of dimension IZ. Then M = lRfl/r 
for some Bieberbach group r c E(n). 
A Bieberbach group r is torsion free, contains a free Abelian normal subgroup 
Z” of finite index. In fact, [w” n r is the unique maximal free Abelian normal 
subgroup of r. Conversely, any torsion-free group which contains a free Abelian 
normal subgroup Z” of finite index can be made into a Bieberbach group by 
embedding it into E(n) as a cocompact discrete subgroup. We call a group which 
is isomorphic to a Bieberbach group an abstract Bieberbach group. 
Let G be a finite group acting freely on a 3-torus T. Then clearly, M = T/G is 
a topological manifold, and r = r,(T/G) is an abstract Bieberbach group, see [6, 
Proposition 21. Let N be the subgroup of r corresponding to r,(T). Let r’ be an 
embedding of r into E(3) as a cocompact subgroup, and let N’ be the image of 
N. Then the quotient group G’ = T’/N’ acts freely on the flat torus T’ = R3/N’. 
Moreover, M’ = T’/G’ is a flat Riemannian manifold. Thus, a finite free topologi- 
cal action (G, T) gives rise to an isometric action (G’, T’) on a flat torus. Clearly, 
T/G and T//G’ are sufficiently large, see [4, Proposition 21. By works of 
Waldhausen and Heil [3, Theorem A], M is homeomorphic to M’. 
Definition. Let groups Gi act on manifolds Mi, for i = 1,2. The action (G,, M,) is 
topologically conjugate to (G,, M2) if there exists an isomorphism t9 : G, + G, and 
a homeomorphism h : M, -M, such that h(g -x) = B(g). h(x) for all x EM, and 
all g E G,. 
For T/G and T’/G’ being homeomorphic implies that the two actions (G, T) 
and (G’, T’) are topologically conjugate. Consequently, a free finite action (G, T) 
gives rise to a topologically conjugate isometric action (G’, T’) on a flat torus T’. 
Such a pair (G’, T’) is not unique. However, by the following theorem of 
Bieberbach, all the others are topologically conjugate. 
Theorem 0.1 (Bieberbach [9, 3.2.21). Any isomorphism between crystallographic 
groups on R” is the conjugation by an element of the uffine group Aff(n). 
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Consequently, to classify all free actions by finite groups on a 3-torus, it is 
enough to classify only free isometric actions by finite groups on a flat torus. 
When Z c Aff(n) acts properly discontinuously and freely on KY, the manifold 
Rn/r is called an affinely j7at manifold. Two affinely flat manifolds llX’/Z and 
IV/T’ are affinely diffeomorphic if there is an affine diffeomorphism between 
them. This is equivalent to saying that there is an element of Aff(n) which 
conjugates Z onto r’. An abstract Bieberbach group r which is embedded in 
Aff(n) in such a way that R” n Z is a lattice of [w” is called an affine Bieberbach 
group. We can use affinely flat manifolds rather than flat Riemannian manifolds in 
the future discussions for simplicity. To justify this, we need the following general- 
ization of the above theorem. 
Theorem 0.2 (cf. [6, Theorem 61). Let r,rr’cAff(n) be two affine Bieberbach 
groups. Then for any isomolphism 8: T + T’, there exists u E AffCn) such that 
e(a)=a.a.a-l forall a=~. 
Proof. Clearly 8 =rn R” and 8’= x’n [w” are the unique maximal normal 
Abelian subgroups. Therefore, 8 maps 8 onto 8’. Let p = rr/8 and V’ = r’/XJ,’ 
be the holonomy groups. 
Since 8 and 8’ are lattices of iw”, any homomorphism 8 + 8’ extends uniquely 
to an automorphism D : R” -+ R”. Hence, 0(Z, z> = (I, Dz) for all (I, z> E 8. 
Let us denote the isomorphism on V induced by 8 by 3: ly + ?P’, and define a 
map f:F,R” by 
0(K, w) = (e(K, w), Dw +f(K, w)). (1) 
For any (I, z) l 3 and (K, w> E r, apply 13 to both sides of (K, w)(Z, z)(K, 
w)-‘= (I, Kz) to get 
8(K, w)(Dz) =O(Kz) =DKz. (2) 
This is true for all t E 8, so it holds true for all z E R”. It is also easy to see that 
f(K, zw) = f(K, w) for all z E 8 so that f: n- + R” does not depend on 8. Thus, f 
factors through p = r/8. We shall use the same notation f : 1E - R” to denote 
this new map. 
It is not hard to see that, with the p-module structure on iw” via 8: ?Z’ --f ly’ c 
Aut(iW”), f: ?P + R” is a crossed homomorphism, this is, f(KK’) =f(K) + 
&K)f(K’) for all K, K’ E !P. So, f EZ’(P, FP). 
However, H’(?ZJ; [WY = 0 since V is a finite group. This means that any crossed 
homomorphism is principal. In other words, there exists d E R” such that 
f(K) =d-i(K)(d). (3) 
Let u = CD, d) E Aff(n). Using cl), (2) and (31, one can show 8 is conjugation by 
u. That is, 8(K, w) = CD, d) .(K, w). (D, d)-‘. This finishes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
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The reason for using Aff(3) rather than E(3) is obvious: We want to make the 
maximal normal Abelian subgroup to be the standard lattice of R3. For such 
groups to act on [E3, we need to introduce a coordinate system for [E3, which may 
not be standard. 
We list all the 3-dimensional affine Bieberbach groups. (Some of these are not 
in the Euclidean group E(3) = O(3) K R3, but they can be conjugated into E(3) by 
Theorem 0.2.) We list their holonomy groups ?P and homology groups as well. 
There are six orientable ones and four nonorientable ones, see 171 or [93. In the 
following LIST (A), ti = (I, e,), i = 1,2,3, where {ei} is the standard basis in R3; 
namely, 
where Z is the 3 X 3 identity matrix. 
LIST (A). 3-dimensional Bieberbach groups, their holonomy and first homology 
groups: 
@i := (ti, t,, t*), F= 111, 
a*:= ((Y, t,, t,, t3), 
[@z, @1,] = (t;? lT2>, 
a3 := (a, c,, t,, Q, 
[ @3, a31 = &t;‘, f,“>, 
@‘4 := (a, t,, t,, t3>, 






[a,, cq] = (t3q1, t;lt;l>, w = z,, Hl(@4;Z)=ZxZ2. 
1 
5 
a’5 := (a, t,, t,, Q, a=[[i ; -y1,[; 1 
 II 
[@5, @51 = (t2, h)Y ?P=Z,, H,( as; Z) = Z. 
@)6 := la, P, Y, t,, t,, t3), a=[[i -; _J [ii]), 
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P-([ -i 1 _j[# ?([ -1 -; ;I, 
[aj6, B6] = (t&*tp, tr2, fT2, ti2>, w= H, x z,, 





[ II T 7 1 z 
a= i[i -i _pi [;]), &=i[A ; _;],[g), 
p3, %s,] =(f2, tq2>, w= z, x z,, H,( 233; H) = z x z, x z, 
The group r acts on [E3 after a coordinate system of IE3 has been specified. For 
all r except for the following three, [E3 has the standard coordinates (e,, e2, e3}. 
The groups which uses nonstandard coordinates on lE3 are: 
a3: e,, e2, 
i 










B2: {q, e2, -$<q +e,) +e,}. 
Here the second parts are bases for [E3 on which the covering groups act. 
In Section 1, all necessary basics are explained. The normalizer of each 
Bieberbach group is listed. Essentially, this section gives all the necessary ideas for 
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our classification problem. In subsequent sections, hard cases are worked out in 
detail; namely, actions (G, T) whose orbit spaces T/G are homeomorphic to 
R3/%, R3/% R3/@6, R3/Bi, or [w3/‘!8* are worked out. These are the most 
difficult and interesting cases, which should give the reader enough of the ideas for 
all the other cases. In the last section, we complete the remaining classification. 
This work contains the previous result of [5], and supplies some missing ones there. 
The authors wish to thank the referee for valuable comments which enabled 
them to make the exposition substantially clearer. 
1. Criteria for conjugacy 
In this section, we develop a technique for finding and classifying all possible 
group actions on a 3-torus T. The problem will be reduced to a purely group-theo- 
retic one. 
Definition. Let r c Aff(3) be an affine Bieberbach group, and let N,, N2 be 
subgroups of r. We say that (N,, r> is uffinely conjugate to (N2, r> if there exists 
an element c E AffC3) such that arc+-’ = I’ and aNlaP’ = N,. 
Notation. In a group r, PC(T) denotes the conjugation by u. So for y E r, 
p(a)y = uyu-1. 
Let (G, T) be a free affine action of a finite Abelian group G on a flat torus T. 
Then T/G is an affinely flat manifold. Let r = r,(T/G), and N = r,(T). Then r 
is an affine Bieberbach group. In fact, since the covering projection T + T/G is 
regular, N is a normal (Abelian) subgroup of r. Since the pure translations in r, 
8 = r n R3, is the unique maximal normal Abelian subgroup of r, the normal 
Abelian subgroup N must be in 8. 
Our classification problem of free Abelian group actions (G, T) with r,(T/G) 
E r can be solved by two steps: 
(I) Find all normal free Abelian subgroups N of r of finite index and classify 
(N, r) up to affine conjugacy. 
(II) Realize the finite group r/N as an action on the torus R3/N. 
For (I), we need the following. Let r c Aff(3) be an affine Bieberbach group; 
and let 
t,= (I; [# t,= (1; [# t,= (1; [# 
where I is the 3 X 3 identity matrix. Then 8 = (ti, t,, t3) is the maximal normal 
free Abelian subgroup of r. Let N be a subgroup of 8 of rank 3 which is normal 
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in r, and let 95’ = {t:ltTltgl, tf2tr2t;2, t~3t~‘t_~‘} be an ordered set of generators 
for N. More precisely, 
We shall represent the particular ordered basis 95’ of N as a 3 x 3 integral matrix 
ordered basis of a subgroup N of 2. 
The following lemma is elementary but will be used repeatedly. 
Lemma 1.1. Any integral square matrix can be changed to an upper triangular matrix 
by integral column operations. Thus, any free Abelian normal subgroup N of I has 
an ordered set of generators of the form 
Let us denote the normalizer of r by N&(3) (r). The maximal normal free 
Abelian subgroup of r is characteristic (i.e., invariant under any automorphism of 
r). Under our representation of r into Aff(3), the subgroup r lies in L’ c R3. 
Therefore, matrix parts of elements of N,,,,,(T) are integral. 
To make the exposition easier, we introduce some more notations. Let N,, N2 
be free Abelian normal subgroups of r; B’,, 9, be bases for N,, N,, respectively. 
If there is YE GL(3, Z) such that [gZ] = [B,]Y-‘, then we say [g,] -(. [g2]. 
Similarly, if there exists (X, x) E NAffC3$r) so that [Bz] = X[B,l, then we say 
[9i] LR [9*1. Note that -C is the column operation so that it do not change I 
and its normal subgroup. It is an operation that picks a new set of generators. 
Therefore, if [A?,] -c [B2], then N, = N,. On the other hand, LR is the row 
operation on the matrix leaving r invariant. If (X, x) is in the normalizer of I‘, 
then it gives a new representation of r. Moreover, even if [B,] L JgZ], N, and 
N2 will generally be different subgroups of r. 
The following proposition is a working criterion for affine conjugacy. All 
calculations will be done by this method. 
Proposition 1.2. Let N,, N2 be free Abelian normal subgroups of a Bieberbach group 
I. Then (N,, r) is affine conjugate to ( N2, I) if and only if for any ordered set of 
generators 55’,, g2 for N,, N2, respectively, there exist (X, x) E N,,,,,,(I) and 
YE GL(3, 29 such that 
[‘%$I =X[Sz?JY-‘. 
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Proof. Let 9,, 9’z be any ordered bases for N,, Nz, respectively, say 
9, = {(Z, a,), (Z, a,), (Z, 41, *z= {(Z> b,), (Z, b2)> (Zt b,)j. 
Then [aI1 = [a,, a2, a31 and [g21 = Lb,, b,, b3]. Suppose there exists (X, 
x) E Aff(3) giving rise to an affine conjugacy from (N,, Z> to (N,, Z? So the 
conjugation by (X, x) maps Z to Z itself and N, to N2. Since p(X, x)(Z, Ui) = (I, 
Xu,), for i = 1,2,3, clearly (Xa,, Xu,, Xa,} is a new ordered set of generators for 
N2. This is related to the original ordered set of generators 9* by an integral 
matrix YE GL(3, Z). Thus 
x[9,] =X[a,, u2, 4 = [Xu,, Xa,, X4 = k%ly. 
The converse is easy. 0 
For convenience, in the rest of the paper we shall use the notation N, L N2 if 
[B2] =X[9,]Y-’ as in Proposition 1.2. 
Now, the first step (I) is a purely group-theoretic problem and can be handled 
by Proposition 1.2. Firstly, we need to calculate the normalizer N,,,,(Z). Let (X, 
x) E Aff(3). For (X, x) to normalize the maximal free Abelian subgroup 8 of Z, it 
is necessary and sufficient that the matrix X is in GL(3, z>. TO take care of the 
rest, pick a finite subset F of Z whose image in the quotient (= holonomy) group 
Z/Z3 is a set of generators. Find all (X, x) E GL(3, z> K z3 such that 
(X, x)(A, a)(X, x))‘=Z 
for all (A, a) E F. In dimension 3, F can be taken so that it has cardinality at most 
2. For example, with By2, one can take F = (a = (A, a>) a singleton, where 
,4=[k -i _i], and a=[:]. 
Now one needs to solve only the equations X4?-’ =A and (I - A)x + (X - Z>a 
E z”. 
The following is a list of the linear parts of N,,,,(Z), denoted by UN,,,,(Z)), 
for all 3-dimensional Bieberbach groups. 
LIST (B). The linear parts of N,,,,,(T): 
(All matrices are in GL(3, Z), so their determinants are f 1.) 
65,: GL(3, Z). 
I) . 
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the generators are 
i[a _i 81, [ -; 8 tl# 
@s: 4j x z,, 
the generators are 
I[; ! -y1 [-k 8 J]. 







0 0 *1 1 










m+nTl 1 E GL(3, Z) m n 2 0 0 +1 
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The second part (II) “Realization” can be done by the following procedure. Let 
r be an affine Bieberbach group, and N be a normal Abelian subgroup of r with 
G = T/N finite. To describe the natural affine action of G on the flat torus [W”/N, 
we must make the torus the standard torus, and describe the action on the 
universal covering level. In other words, the action of G should be defined on (w3 
as affine maps (this is really explaining the liftings of a set of generators of G in 
r), and simply say that our action is the affine action modulo the standard Z3. It is 
quite easy to achieve this. Let {(I, a,), (I, a,>, (I, a,>) be a generating set for N. 
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Form a matrix B with the three column vectors a,, a2 and us. Then B-‘ai = ei, 
for i = 1,2,3. Therefore, p(B-‘, 0) maps Z into another affine Bieberbach group 
in such a way that the generating set for N becomes the standard basis for z3. 
Suppose 1(-u,, . . . , a,} (m G 3) generates the quotient group G when projected 
down via Z-, G, then {(B-l, O)cu,(B, 0) ,..., (B-l, O)a,( B, 0)) describes the 
action of G on the standard torus. Hence, 
Procedure 1.3. Let r be an affine Bieberbach group, and N be a normal Abelian 
subgroup of Z with G = Z/N finite. The natural affine action of G on the flat 
torus R3/N can be described by the following procedure: 
(1) Find a generating set for N: {(I, a,), (I, a,), (I, a,>}. 
(2) Form a matrix B with the three column vectors a,, a2 and a3 from (1). 
(3) Find a set of elements (a,, . . . , am} whose image in G is a generating set for 
G. (This set can be taken so that m is at most 3). 
(4) Conjugate {ai,. . . , am} by (B-l, 0) E Aff(3). 
One should interpret the resulting action of G on R3 modulo the standard h3. 
The above process involves many matrix calculations. These are done by a 
computer using muMath, and hand-checked. 
Let N be a normal subgroup of Z’. Suppose that T/N is a finite Abelian group. 
Then there is a surjective homomorphism of H,(T; Z) onto Z/N. However LIST 
(A) shows that H,(Z; Z) has p-rank at most 3. Therefore, Z/N has p-rank at most 
3. Thus, for any finite Abelian group G acting freely on T, we only have to 
consider groups of the form Z, X Z, X Z,. Note Z, = 111. 
The following observations eliminate some of the possible actions on a torus. 
Remarks (1) and (2) follow from the fact that G = T/N is a quotient group of 
H,(Z; Z). Remark (3) is true because the holonomy group ?P is a quotient group of 
G = T/N. Note also that, by the composite map Z+ H,(Z; Z) --f r/N, the 
elements with nontrivial linear part map nontrivially into r/N. 
Remarks. (1) By virtue of H,(a5; 77) = Z, there is no free action of a noncyclic 
group on T whose orbit manifold is [w3/a5. 
(2) There is no free action of a group G of p-rank 3 on T whose r,(T/G) is 
a3, @‘4, a6, 51Jz or !XJd. All these cases, H,(Z, ZI has p-rank at most 2. 
(3) There is no free action of a cyclic group G on T for which r,(T/G) is a6, 
B3 or %Jh. This is due to the fact that their holonomy groups are not cyclic. 
2. Free actions of finite Abelian groups G on T with r,(T/G) = a2 
Theorem 2.1. Table 1 gives a complete list of all free actions (up to topological 
conjugacy > of finite Abelian groups G on T which yield an orbit manifold homeomor- 
phic to R3/@,. 




z2, x L2 
Z,nxL,xL, 
Conjugacy classes of normal free Abelian subgroups 
all n K, =(cu*“, t2, tj) 
n even K, =(aZn, d’t2, tj) 
all n N, = ( a2n> t;> tj) 
n even N2 =( aZn, t;. d’t3) 
L =(a,,, t:, 1:) 
The action of GJK, = Z,, on the torus R3/K, is given by (hi) (i = 1,2): 
h,(x, y, z) = x+y+ &, -y, -z . 
i 1 
The action of Bz/Ni = Z,, x L, on the torus R3/&. is given by (f,, gi) (i = 1,2): 
fl =h,, g,(x, Y, z) =(x, Y + ;, z); 
fi(X, Y, z> = (x+z+& -Y, -z), g,=g,. 
The action of B2/L = Z,, X Z, X Z2 on the torus R3/L is given by (4, 5, 7): 
4=h,, 5=g,, 77(x, Y, 2) = (X’ Y, z-t f). 
Proof. Let N be a normal free Abelian subgroup of a2 such that a2/N is 
Abelian. Then [a2, &,I = (t,‘, t,‘) cNc (t,, t,, t3). Suppose N contains both 
t,kt,, t:lt2t,. Then N can be represented by a matrix 
n k 1, 
[ 1 0 1 1, 0 0 1 
by Lemma 1.1. By a column operation, N reduces to 
that is, N = ((Yap, a2k t,, a2’t3). For convenience, we will abuse notation and use 
N instead of [J&‘] for an ordered basis 9 of N, unless a confusion is likely. Since 
N contains ti and tz, we have 
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Thus 2k and 21 must be multiples of n. If n is odd, then k = 1 = 0, and N = (a*“, 
I,, t3). If n is even, k = 0, n/2, and I= 0, n/2. Therefore if n is even, the possible 
AbeIian normal subgroups are 





0 1 0 
.o 0 1 
I 
n 
K, = 2 2 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
Recall that 
are elements of L(N&,,(@,)) from LIST (B). Thus we have 
It is easy to see that (K,, Bz> is not affine conjugate to (K2, CQz), because there do 
not exist X E L(N,,,,(@,)) and YE GL(3, Z> for which XK, = K,Y. Thus we get 
K, = (c?, t,, t3) and K,= (cY**, dtz, t3). 
Suppose N does not contain ttt,, but t:lt2t3. Then, since tz EN, N can be 
represented by a matrix 
Note that the (2,3)-entry was killed by a row operation using 10 0 
I 1 0 1 -1. 00 1 
Since tf EN, r = 0 or n/2. If r = 0, then N = N,. If r = n/2 (with n even), then 
N=N,. The case when tft,EN, tiltpt3@N is the same. 
16.5 Free actions of finite Abelian groups on the 3-torus 
Lastly, suppose both tft,,tflt$t, CZ N. Then N must be 
that is, (a2n, tz, ti). In this case, @3*/L = G is of the form Z,, X Z, X L,. 
The realization of the action of G = a2/N on the torus RX/N, as an affine 
action on the standard torus, is easy provided that we follow Procedure 1.3. For 
example, let N = N,. Since G is generated by the images of cx and t,, it is enough 
to calculate conjugations of (Y and t, by (N,, 0). 
For 
(N,, O>-‘(A, a)(~,, 0) = (N;‘AN,, N,%) 
For 
Thus, for the pair (N,, @ 2), we get an affine action of G = @5*/N, = Z,, x Z, on 
the standard torus: 
fi(X> Y, 2) = (x+ &, -Y, -2j and g,(x, Y, 2) = (x, Y + t, 2). 
The other cases are left to the reader. q 
3. Free actions of finite Abelian groups G on T with rrl(T/G) = 9-3 1 
We begin with a consideration of some fundamental facts for integral matrices. 
As usual N, 
B, 
- N, means that (N,, ‘?B ,) is affine conjugate to (N,, B, >. We need 
some lemmas. 
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Lemma 3.1 [2, p. 2341. If (p, q) = 1, then the set {p + mq 1 m E Z) contains 
infinitely many primes. 
Corollary 3.2. Let (p, q) = 1 and k be any integer. Then there exist integers m and n 
such that mp + nq = 1 and (k, n) = 1. 
Proof. Assume that there exist integers a, b such that ap + bq = 1. Since (b, 
p) = 1, there is an integer 1 such that (b + Q, k) = 1 by Lemma 3.1. Thus, 
m = a - lq and II = b + lp satisfy the requirement. 0 
The next lemma shows how to eliminate the (1,2)-entries in upper triangular 
matrices using L(N,,,,,,(93,)). 
Lemma 3.3. Let gcd(k, m, n) = c. If n/c is odd, 
[; g j$ ; I]. 
If n/c is euen , 
Proof. For convenience, we work only in the first 2 X 2 blocks of matrices involved. 
It is enough to check the case when c = 1 so that [f t] = [“,” fq] with (p, q) = 1 
and (d, I> = 1. By Corollary 3.2 (with k = d), there exist an integer a and an odd b 
such that ap + bq = 1 and (d, b) = 1. Note [g ~“1 E GL(3, Z), thus we have 
Let 1 be an odd number. Since (d, lb) = 1 and lb is odd, there exist an integer r 
and an odd s such that rd + sib = 1. If r is even, then we have 
[‘i’ :“l[i:: ;I=[: z?] z [d: :I. 
Note that [‘,” id ] is an element of L(NAffC3, (93,)). If r is odd, then d is even. Set 
r’= r -lb (so r’ is even) and s’=s + d. Then r’d +s’lb = 1. By proceeding as 
above with [ ‘,‘: ,3 E L(N,,JB,)), we get 
The case when I is even is similar. 0 
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Theorem 3.4. Table 2 gives a complete list of all free actions (up to topological 
conjugacy) of finite Abelian groups G on T yielding the orbit manifold lR3/BI. 
Table 2 
Group G 
L Znm x=n 
L2, x Ln 
z 2nWlX~,X& 
d2” x Z”, x G 
Conjugacy classes of normal free Abelian subgroups 
all in, n 
nm even 
n even 
all in, n 
nm even 
n even 
N, = (~~“~3 t$‘, tj) 
N2 = (Ebb’?‘, t;, enmt3) 
N3 = ( e2”“‘, t;, t;‘2t3) 
N4 = (e”‘, f;“, tj) 
N, = ( E”‘, tym, t;““t3) 
N6 =(E~~, t;“, d’fj) 
L, = ( eznm, r;, t;) 
L, =(P, tz”“, r:> 
When m is odd, N,, N2, N3 and L, are affine conjugate to N4, N5, NC and L,, 
respectively. The action of G z ‘%3,/N, on the torus R3/Ni is given by (fit gi) 
(1 G i < 6): 
fl(X, Y, 2) = (x+ & Y, -2) ( 
1 
g,(x, Y, 2) = x, Y + ;> 2 > 
1 
f2(X,YrZ)=jX+Z+&,I. -2)3 g,=g,, 
fi(x.Y,z)=(x+&,Y+I, -2)3 g,=g,, 
f4(x, Y, z> = (x+ &? Y> -z), 
( 
1 
k&(x, Y, 2) = x, Y + -> 2, 7 
nm i 
fs(x, Y, z> = (x+ &, Y +z, -z), g, =g,, 
f&,Y,z)=(X+z+&,Y> -z), g,=g,. 
The action of G E ‘%3,/L, on the torus Iw3/Li Is given by (4i, ti, vi) (i = 1, 2): 
41 =f13 51 =g,, %(X7 Y, z) = (X’ Y, z + t)7 
42 =f4, 62 =g,> 7?2=771. 
Proof. Since ( ti > = [ 5!3 1, ‘B 1l c N, by Lemma 1.1, N has bases of the form 
[i 6 ;], [i % FJ 
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By Lemma 3.3, there are four cases: 
Note that when m is odd, A, and L, are affine conjugate to A, and L,, 
respectively, by Lemma 3.3. If s = 0 and t = 0, then A, and A, yield N, and N4, 
respectively. We shall use the fact (tf > = [ !I3 ,, 23 1] L N repeatedly. If s # 0 and 
t = 0, then nm is even. So A, and A, yield N2 and N6, respectively. If s = 0 and 
t # 0 (so II is even), then A, and A, yield N3 and N,, respectively. When s # 0 
B, 
and t z 0, a calculation yields (Ed”“‘, tz, &“mt,“/2t3) - N3 and (E”‘, t2nm, ent,“m/2t,) 
n, 
- N6. Thus, A,, A, do not yield new ones. Note that if IE is odd, then 
QJ,/L, = ~2nm x L2,. 
Let N be one of the normal subgroups which we obtained. To get an affine 
action of ‘X3,/N on the standard torus, one proceeds as in Theorem 2.1. 0 
From this theorem, when n = 1 in Zznm X Z,, we get actions of L,,. Compare 
[5, Theorem 21. 
Corollary 3.5. For m even, there are exactly two free actions N,, N2 (up to 
topological conjugacy) of Z,, on T whose orbit manifold is R3/%,. 
Example. (How to read the table?) Let G = L, X Z, act freely on T. Then there 
are six distinct affine conjugacy classes of free actions of G on T with r,(T/G) = 
23,. G can be viewed as Z,.,., X Z, (n = 2, m = 1); Z,., X Z,., (n = 1, m = 4); and 
Z,.,., x Z, x L, (n = 1, m = 2) to yield N,, N2, N,; N4, N,; and L,. They are 
4. Free actions of finite Abelian groups G on T with a,(T/G) = 8, 
The following lemma can be proven as Lemma 3.3 by repeated use of column 
operations and multiplications from the left by elements of L(N,,,3,(%2)). 
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Lemma 4.1. Let (p, q) = 1 and (d, 1) = 1. Then 
[; f t]iE ; ;] 
if d, I are odd and p is even, or 
[; f I]-1”’ ; ;] 
otherwise. 
The two reductions are not affinely conjugate to each other if dpl is even. 
Proof. For convenience, we work only in the first 2 X 2 bIocks of the matrices 
involved. By Corollary 3.2 (with k = d), there exist an integer a and an odd b such 
that ap + bq = 1 and Cd, b) = 1. Since [g pq] E GL(3, Z), we have 
]: d;llc[i ;I. 
Note that Cd, Ib) = 1. When I is even or d is even, a similar process as in Lemma 
3.3 yields 
[R ::,]“[d: :‘I. 
Assume that dl is odd. Recall that 
r: i PI and [i ‘i 31 
are elements of L(N,,,,,(V3?,)). A calculation yields that 
[lz ;]2[dt :I. 
If p is odd (so dip is odd), then we have 
[d; ;] ,[“:’ ;] 
=[; &;‘I[; -?I;[‘: -:“I ~ [df ;]. 
However, if p is even, they are not affinely conjugate to each other. In other 
words, there do not exist X E L(N,,&‘x3,)) and YE GL(3, Z) for which 
Otherwise, the (1,2)-entry of the left-hand side is odd, while that of the right-hand 
side is even. q 
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Theorem 4.2. Table 3 is a complete list of all free actions (up to topological 
conjugacy) of finite Abelian groups G on T yielding the orbit manifold R3/‘B 2. 
Table 3 
Group G 
z 2nm x=, 
z 2nm x*2n 
Conjugacy classes of normal free Abelian subgroups 
n odd NI ,(E2nm, E2”t;, ,n-1$-1)/2t3) 
N2=(~2nm, E %;, E2t2t;2) 
N3=(ezn”‘, t;, E2t2t;2) 
When m is odd, N, and N3 are affine conjugate. The action of G z ‘B9,/Ni, on the 
torus R3/Ni is given by ( fi, gi) (i = 1,2,3): 
fl(x, y, 2) = (x+ & Y +z, -z), 




g,(x, Y, z) = x, Y + ;? z > 
) 






g,(x,y,z)= x,y+g -z-i . 
) 
Note. fi (i = 1,2,3) are generated by E; and g,, g, and g, are generated by E2t2, t3 
and E - ‘t,, respectively. 
Proof. Suppose t;t;t, EN. By Lemma 4.1, we find that there are only two types of 
N: 
ri 5 j, r; ; i]. 
Since (tlt2t;*) = [B2, ‘B2] cN, these are 
NI=l ; T-, N;=: ; T- 
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with n odd. Observe that Ni’ exists only when nm is odd. Recall that 
is an element of L(N,,,,,(E3z)). Thus, for nm odd, we have 
n(m + 1) 
N1 N c n 
0 



























Therefore N,’ is affine conjugate to N,, when Ni’ exists. Hence we get only Ni. 
Suppose t;t;t, CZ N. Then there are only two types of N: 
E 5 :,1. E f “,1. 
Since t,t2ty2 EN, these are 
N*=ri i _;I, Ni=r; 1 _1]. 
By the same method as above, N2 is affine conjugate to N3 when m is odd. It 
follows from Lemma 4.1 that (N,, ‘3 2) is not affine conjugate to (N,, ‘$3 2) unless 
m is odd. 
To find B2/N3, note the following change of bases. 
@, = (E, t,, t3) = (E, E2t,t,‘, &-‘t3), 
N3 = (Ebb”‘, t;, c2t2tT2) = (Ebb’?‘, (“-1t3)2n, s2t2ty2) 
= (E 2nm, &,t,2, (E-lt3)2n) 
since (8-i t,j2 = t,. So, ‘B2/N3 is generated by {E, E-ltJ. 0 
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Corollary 4.3. There exists only one free action N, (up to topological conjugacy) of 
z 2m on T whose orbit manifold is R3/B2. 
5. Free actions of finite Abelian groups G on T with r,(T/G) = @, 
Theorem 5.1. Table 4 is a complete list of all free actions (up to topological 




‘G, x n2 
Conjugacy classes of normal free Abelian subgroups 
all n K, = ( a4n> t2, tj) 
n even K, =(c+, cu2”t2, CI~?~) 
all n N, =(Cr4n, t;, t;‘tx) 
n even N2 = ( CI~“, t;, (r2”t3) 
The action of G = @JKi on the torus R”/K, is given by (hi) (i = 1,2): 
h,(x, Y, z) = x + &> 
i 
-z, Y > 
i 
h,(x, y, z) = .+z+&, 
The action of G z @JNi on the torus R”/N, is given by ( fi, gi) (i = 1,2): 
f,,,,Y,I,=( 4; x+--,y-z,2y-z ) 
I 
f~(x,Y,z)=(x-Y+;Z+-&. -;z,2y), 
g,(x, Y? z) = (X’ Y + ;, 2)’ 
g, =g,. 
Proof. Note that t;‘t,,t;‘t;’ EN so that t,t,,ti EN. There are two cases: Either 
tft, EN, or tft, EN so that tz EN is the lowest power of t, in N. Therefore, we 
have two matrices 
In the first case, if s = 0, then the matrix becomes K,. If s = n/2, the matrix is 
affine conjugate to K,. 
In the second case, t can only be 0 or 1. If t = 0 and r = 0, then t,t, cannot be 
in N, a contradiction. If t = 0 and r = n/2, then we get N2. If t = 1, then r = 0, 
and it is affine conjugate to N,. 0 
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6. Free actions of finite Abelian groups G on T with ?r,(T/G) = a6 
We shall apply the fact that Nhff(3)(@5)61 contains S,, the group of all permuta- 
tions of three letters. 
Theorem 6.1. Table 5 is a complete list of all free actions (up to topological 






Conjugacy classes of normal free Abelian subgroups 
N, =(a’, P2> y2) 
N, =(a”, a2B2, r2> 
N,=(a4, P4> a2P2y2) 
The action of G e @JN, on the torus Rx/N, is given by ( fi, gi> (i = 1,2,3): 
f,(x, Y, 2) = (x + 4, -Y, -z), 
fi(X, Y, z> = (x +Y + f, -Y, -z), 
f3(x, Y, z) = (x +z + a, -Y, -z), 
g,(x, Y, 2) = (-x, Y + f, --z + i), 
g,(x, Y, 2) = (--x-Y - f, Y + t, --z + i), 
g,(x, y, 2) = (--x - $, y +z, -z + 4). 
Proof. By the Remarks (2) in Section 1, there is no free action of a group G of 
p-rank 3 on T whose r,(T/G) is G6. Since (t,t;‘t;‘, t;“, t;‘, t;*> = [a,, 
G6] c N, there are only two types of bases for N: 
l’a ; _;I, i’: ; J. 
Note that m can only be 1 or 2. 
In the first case, if m = 1, then the matrix becomes the identity matrix I, 
yielding IV,. Note that a6/N, = 1zr, the holonomy group. If m = 2, the matrix is 
affine conjugate to 
2 0 I 
N2= 0 1 0 
] 1 0 0 1 
whatever s is, using the column operations and S, c NArrC,,(@6). 
The second case is similar to the above. If m = 1, it is affine conjugate to N2. If 
m = 2, we get N3. 0 
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7. Free actions of finite Abelian groups G on T whose w,(T/G) is a,, aI,, a,, 
8, or B, 
The method which was used in the previous sections gives enough idea for all 
the remaining cases. One does not need any particular trick like Lemmas 3.3 or 
4.1. The following theorem is easy and its proof is left to the reader. 
Theorem 7.1. Table 6 is a complete list of all free actions (up to topological 
conjugacy > of finite Abelian groups G on T whose v ,(T/G) is (8 ,, @ 3, @ 5, !-B 3 or 
B4. 
Table 6 
Group G Conjugacy classes of normal free Abelian subgroups 
Z,,XZ,XL, 
B4 z2nxn2 







L=(t;y ty, t;) 
K, = ( a3”t2r tx) 
K, =(cx3,, dt2, a?,) 
N, =( Jn, t;, t21t3) 
N, = ( a3”, t;, dt3) 
K, = ( a6n> t2> tx) 
N3=(‘y2”, e2, t3) 
N4 = (CITY, E*, dt,) 
L, = (CP, e2, t:> 
N, = ( a2n, E*, t3) 
N6 = ( cx2n, &*, a”t3) 
N, =( cx2n, c4, c2t3) 
The action of G g T/K, on the torus R3/Ki is given by (hi) (1 < i < 3): 




h,(x, y, t) = x+z+ L 
i 3n ’ 
-Z,Y---z , 
i 




The action of G E r/Ni on the torus R3/Ni is given by ( fi, gi> (1 < i < 7): 
fI(%Y.‘)=( ,t, x+--,y-z,3y-22, 
i 
1 
fz(x,y,z)= x-_y++z+--, +z,3y-2 
i 3n 
1 
x+ Z’ -Y, --z 
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f4(x,y,z)=(x+z+~, -Y, -z), 
fs =f3, 
f6(x,Y,z)=(xiY+z+;, -Y, -2) 
f,=f3, g,(x, Y, z) = (X’ Y +z, --z-t +)- 
g,(x, Y> 2) = (X’ Y + $3 2)’ 
g, =g,, 
&7,(x, Y, 2) = (X’ Y + t3 -z), 
g,(x, y, 2) = (x +z, Y + t, -z), 
g,(x, Y, z) = (x1 Y + $9 --z + i), 
g,(x, y, z) = (x +z - 4, y + $, -z + +), 
The action of G =r/L, 011 the torus [w3/Li is given by (c$,, ti, rli) (i = 1,2X 
i 
1 
4,(x, Y, z> = x+ - >Y,Z, 
nmr i 









42 =f3, 52 =g,> 772(x, Y, z) = (X’ Y> z + i). 
Example. Let G = Z, X Z, act freely on T. Then there are eighteen distinct 
topological conjugacy classes of free actions. Recall that (G,, T) and (G,, T) are 
not affine conjugate unless T/G, and T/G, are homeomorphic. In fact, there 
exist two distinct free actions in each flat manifold whose r,(T/G) is C!$2, !B, or 
B3, three in B4, six in B1 (see, Example in Section 3) and one in C%1, G4, or aj6. 
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